Abstract-We propose a method for collision-free motion coordination of a group of unicycle agents. Under constraints on control signals, this method guarantees asymptotic tracking of the reference trajectories of all individual agents. The motion coordination is established by mutual coupling of coordinates of the interacting agents. For stronger couplings, the robustness of motion coordination to perturbations is increased. A collision avoidance algorithm is formulated to gain additional robustness against perturbations. The proposed control method is successfully validated in experiments.
I. INTRODUCTION
OTION coordination is a way to control a group of autonomous robots or vehicles (hereafter multi-agent systems). In this paper we address the motion coordination by deriving and implementing a novel control algorithm which solves the problem where multi-agent non-holonomic systems are required to follow predefined trajectories while maintaining a desired spatial pattern. In this algorithm, the motion of each agent is governed based on its own state and the state of its "neighbors". A mechanism for collision avoidance is introduced, such as to enhance applicability of the control algorithm in practice.
In many applications coordinated multi-agent systems of simple structure can be employed to accomplish complex tasks. These systems may increase efficiency, robustness, cost-savings and safety of task execution in comparison with performance of a more complex single system or human. Motion coordination of multi-agent systems, like formation keeping, can be applied in spatially distributed tasks, such as transportation in warehouses, security patrols, search and rescue, etc. Group coordination and multi-agent cooperative control are actively researched in the recent years [1] [2] [3] .
For example, autonomous agents (mobile robots or unmanned aerial vehicles) can increase robustness of transportation of goods in warehouses with respect to use of conveyers, since trajectories of the mobile units can dynamically be altered such as to avoid obstacles and successfully accomplish given transportation tasks. By motion coordination of the agents, the throughput of the transportation can be optimized. The coordination may involve spatial patterning of the agents, such as formation of platoons. Other examples of patterning can be encountered Manuscript received March 15, 2010. All authors are with the Section Dynamics and Control, Department of Mechanical Engineering, Technische Universiteit Eindhoven, 5600 MB, Eindhoven, The Netherlands (phone: 31402478332; fax: 31402461418; e-mail: {d.kostic, s.adinandra, j.caarls, h.nijmeijer}@tue.nl).
during cooperative manipulation of a massive object by a formation of the coordinated agents; the agents manipulate the object while establishing grasping, caging, or conditional closure patterns [4] .
Different approaches to formation control of multi-agent systems can be found in the literature [1] [2] [3] : leader-follower, behavior-based strategy, a potential-field approach, a virtual structure approach, use of generalized coordinates, modelpredictive control, neural-network and fuzzy-logic strategies, etc. In some approaches particular attention is given to the stabilization and tracking control of mobile agents that belong to the class of nonholonomic dynamical systems. Such systems do not satisfy Brockett's necessary condition for smooth stabilization [5] , so no smooth time-invariant stabilizing control law exists for these systems. A great deal of the research aims at developing suitable time-varying stabilizing and tracking controllers for single nonholonomic systems, see for instance [6] [7] [8] and the references therein. With just a few exceptions, e.g. [7, 8] and some references therein, the stabilization and tracking problems with saturation constraints on control signals have rarely been addressed in the literature, although such constraints are often encountered in practice degrading both stability and performance of tracking control.
In this paper we propose a control strategy for motion coordination of agents featuring nonholonomic kinematics of a unicycle [6] [7] [8] . Examples of such agents are wheeled mobile robots, unmanned aerial vehicles and tactical missiles. We address the problem where the reference trajectories of interacting agents form a spatial pattern whose shape can change in time (a time-varying formation). The control strategy, proposed in this paper, achieves globally asymptotically stable tracking of these trajectories and coordination between the interacting agents, both under constraints on the actuator inputs. The coordination takes care that after perturbation of one or several agents, the formation is recovered even before the tracking errors of all individual agents converge to zero. The proposed strategy is an extension of the control design presented in [8] : while the design given in [8] is suitable only for trajectory tracking, the one we propose in this paper additionally offers a formation control capability thanks to mutual coupling of motion controllers of the individual agents. These couplings yield robustness of the formation to perturbations. Robustness is further strengthened by means of an algorithm for collision avoidance. This algorithm runs at each agent locally and is based on the concept of the artificial potential functions [9] . The collision avoidance is achieved by real-time modifications of the reference trajectories of the agents.
The main contributions of the paper are: i) Lyapunov based design of saturated feedback tracking controllers that achieve global asymptotic stable motion coordination of multi-agent unicycle systems, ii) global asymptotic tracking of time-varying formations, where the forward and steering velocities of the individual agents can all be mutually different, while the steering velocities can even be discontinuous, iii) flexible controller tuning and intuitive adjustment of robustness of motion coordination with respect to perturbbations, iv) real-time collision avoidance, and v) experimental verification.
In section 2 we present background mathematical models and tools. In Section 3 we derive algorithm for multi-agent coordinated control. In Section 4 we present a mechanism for collision avoidance. Experimental results are presented in Section 5. Conclusions are given in Section 6.
II. MATHEMATICAL PRELIMINARIES
Here, we recall some concepts from the control systems theory that will be used in the subsequent sections.
A. Agent's Kinematics and Tracking Error Dynamics
We consider formation tracking of a group of ݊ unicycle agents. Kinematics of an agent ݅ (݅ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2, … , ݊ሽ) is described by a non-holonomic model [6] [7] [8] :
where ‫ݒ‬ and ߱ are the forward and steering velocities, respectively, ‫ݔ‬ and ‫ݕ‬ are the planar coordinates of the agent's midpoint in the world coordinate frame, and θ is the heading angle relative to the ‫-ݔ‬axis of the world frame.
The reference trajectory of the agent ݅ is given in the world frame:
Due to the non-holonomic constraint in (1), the reference Cartesian velocities and the heading angle satisfy െ‫ݔ‬ሶ ୰ୣ, sinߠ ୰ୣ, +‫ݕ‬ሶ ୰ୣ, cosߠ ୰ୣ, ൌ 0. For ‫ݔ‬ሶ ୰ୣ, ് 0, ‫ݕ‬ሶ ୰ୣ, ് 0, the reference forward and steering velocities are defined by
The trajectories of all the agents constitute a formation, characterized by a specific spatial pattern of the agents (e.g. platoon). This pattern may change in time.
Our goal is to design control laws for ‫ݒ‬ and ߱ in (1), ݅ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2, … , ݊ሽ, such that each agent asymptotically tracks its own reference ‫ܘ‬ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ and the formation between the agents is achieved. If motion of any of the agents is perturbed, then controllers of interacting agents should be coordinated such as to restore the formation even at the cost of performance of tracking the individual reference trajectories.
For control design we consider tracking errors of the agent ݅, ݅ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2, … , ݊ሽ, represented relative to the agent's coordinate frame [6] [7] [8] :
Dynamics of the errors ሺ‫ݔ‬ , , ‫ݕ‬ , , ߠ , ) are modeled in [6] :
B. Saturation Functions
For the sake of control design, we need to introduce a set of saturation functions in a similar way as in [7, 8] . A class BF , of uniformly continuous and bounded functions indexed by (possibly time-variant) bounded parameters ‫,ݎ‬ ݇ ‫א‬ R ା is defined as:
Within this class, we consider a set S , of odd functions:
Examples of nontrivial, yet simple, functions in S , are:
III. CONTROL DESIGN
In this section we will derive tracking control laws ‫ݒ‬ and ߱ , ݅ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2, … , ݊ሽ, such as to achieve motion coordination of ݊ interacting agents. The position errors, defined by (4) and (5b), of all agents are put in two vectors:
We design time-varying state-feedback control laws
for ݅ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2, … , ݊ሽ, such as to ensure global asymptotic stability of the error dynamics (5a) under constraints
Here, ‫ݒ‬ ୫ୟ୶, and ߱ ୫ୟ୶, are given positive constants.
The following controller solves the given problem:
where ݇ ௫, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ, ݇ ఏ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ, ܿ ௫, , ܿ ఏ, , ݇ ௬ , ݇, ݇ ,, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ, ܿ ,, , ݈ ,, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ are the design parameters with ܽ ‫א‬ ‫,ݔݔ‪ሼ‬‬ ߠߠ, ‫,‪ሽ‬ݕݕ‬ and ߶ ೣ, ሺܿ ௫, ‫ݔ‬ሻ, ߶ ഇ, ሺܿ ఏ, ߠሻ and ߶ ೌ,,ೕ ሺ௧ሻ ൫ܿ ,, ‫ݔ‬൯ are the saturation functions from the set S , defined by (7) . The design parameters that can be chosen as time-variant have explicit time-arguments in (15a,b).
Theorem 1: Consider a group of ݊ unicycle agents. Kinematics of an agent ݅, ݅ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2, … , ݊ሽ, are described by (1) . The inputs ‫ݒ‬ and ߱ are constrained according to (11) . Assume that the desired trajectory in (2) meets the constraints ห‫ݒ‬ ref, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻห ൏ ‫ݒ‬ ୫ୟ୶, , ห߱ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻห ൏ ߱ ୫ୟ୶, , ‫ݐ‬ 0, and the trajectories of all the agents constitute a formation. The tracking error dynamics of an agent ݅ are given by (5) , and the error vectors are defined by (9) . Introduce symbol ܽ such as ܽ ‫א‬ ‫,ݔݔ‪ሼ‬‬ ߠߠ, ‫,‪ሽ‬ݕݕ‬ and consider the controller (12) in 2 cases that depend on properties of the reference velocities.
1. Suppose that for all ݅ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2, … , ݊ሽ over ‫ݐ‬ ‫א‬ ሾ0, ∞ሻ, ‫ݒ‬ ୰ୣ, (t) is nonzero, bounded and uniformly continuous, while ߱ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ is just bounded. If the design parameters in (12) are chosen such that
then ൫‫܍‬ ௫௬ , ી ൯ ൌ is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium of the tracking error dynamics.
2. Suppose that for all ݅ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2, … , ݊ሽ over ‫ݐ‬ ‫א‬ ሾ0, ∞ሻ, ‫ݒ‬ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ is bounded, uniformly continuous and for some ݅ it converges to zero as ‫ݐ‬ ՜ ∞, while every ߱ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ is nonzero, bounded and uniformly continuous. If the design parameters are chosen as in (13), then ൫‫܍‬ ௫௬ , ી ൯ ൌ is a globally asymptotically stable equilibrium of the tracking error dynamics.
Proof: Consider the positive definite and proper Lyapunov function candidate ܸ൫‫܍‬ ௫௬ , ી ൯:
where ݇ ௬ , ݇ ‫א‬ Թ ା are constant design parameters. Differentiating ܸ along the solutions of the closed-loop system (5),(12) with ݅ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2, … , ݊ሽ yields
In ( 
The last equalities in (16) and (17) stem from the fact that ߶ ሺ݇‫ݔ‬ሻ is an odd function, see the definition (7). Since ‫܁‬ሺ߱ ሻ is skew-symmetric, in (15) we use ‫ܠ‬ ் ‫ܠ܁‬ ‫ؠ‬ 0, ‫ܠ‬ ‫א‬ Թ ଶ . The last inequality in (15), which follows from the properties of functions from the set defined by (7) (22) does not depend on the steering velocities. Consequently, global asymptotic stability of the tracking error dynamics does not require uniform continuity of these velocities. In the second case, where it is assumed that for some ݅ we have lim ௧՜ஶ ‫ݒ‬ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ ൌ 0 while every ߱ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ remains nonzero, one should consider the ‫ݔ‬ equation of the closedloop system (5),(12). The proof proceeds similarly as in the first case and can therefore be omitted. A notable difference is that the application of Lemma 1 on the ‫ݔ‬ equation does demand uniform continuity of ߱ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ.
Selection of the design parameters according to (13f,g) trivially ensures that the control inputs (12a,b) fulfill (11) . ‫ז‬ Remark: According to (13b), the design parameters appearing in the coupling terms of the control laws (12a,b) must be nonnegative. If the individual agents suffer from perturbations, by means of strictly positive coupling gains the controller (12a,b) mediates between tracking of the reference trajectories of the individual agents and keeping the formation between the agents. The coordination between some agents can be switched off (even online) by assigning zero values to the corresponding coupling gains.
The design parameters in (12) offer high freedom in tuning the transient behavior of the closed-loop system: we can speed-up correction of the tracking errors and adjust robustness of the formation to perturbations. By means of the time-varying design parameters, we can online influence the tracking performance, on one hand, and strengthen or loosen couplings between individual agents, on another. For instance, without violating the constraints (11), we can allow high-gain feedback during periods of slower movements. Increased feedback gains can improve tracking performance at low velocities, especially if an agent is subject to parasitic dynamics and disturbances (e.g., friction on the robot wheels, noise in the feedback signals). On the other hand, larger coupling gains ݇ ௫௫,, , ݇ ఏఏ,, and ݇ ௬௬,, in (12) increase interaction among the agents and improve robustness of the formation against perturbations on any agent. This will be illustrated in a case-study in Section 5.
As the last merit of our control design, we point out that ߱ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ needs not to be uniformly continuous if ‫ݒ‬ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ is nonzero. Hence, the global asymptotic stability of the tracking error dynamics is ensured even if ߱ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ is discontinuous (yet bounded). This is very relevant for motion coordination along trajectories consisting of straight and curved segments. At blending points between the straight-and curved-parts, the steering velocities of the individual agents may become discontinuous, especially if their forward velocities must remain constant. Despite eventual discontinuities in ߱ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ, the control laws (12a,b) guarantee globally asymptotic convergence of the tracking errors.
IV. A METHOD FOR COLLISION AVOIDANCE
To benefit from motion coordination using the controller derived in Section 3 in practical applications, it is necessary to ensure real-time inter-agent and agent-obstacle collision avoidance. Therefore, we enhance the control design with an online Artificial Potential Field (APF) strategy [9] . An APF is designed for each agent locally, and it tends high when an agent approaches the boundary of a pre-given safety area. Based on position information about obstacles and the other agents, the local algorithm of an agent modifies the agent's reference trajectory in real-time as soon as an obstructor (obstacle or another agent) enters the detection region. The reference trajectory is modified such as to ensure collisionfree movements. In this section, we will present our method for collision avoidance of the agents only. The same method applies for collision avoidance with obstacles.
An APF of agent ݅, ݅ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2, … , ݊ሽ, may have the form:
where
Here, ‫ݔ(‬ , ‫ݕ‬ ) and ‫ݔ(‬ , ‫ݕ‬ ) are the Cartesian coordinates of the agents ݅ and ݆, respectively, ‫ܭ‬ ୟ, and ‫ܭ‬ ୭, are the gains of the attractive and repulsive components of the potential ܸ , , respectively, while the real numbers α and β and the integer ‫‬ are the positive parameters influencing size and shape of the safety-area. The higher the positive integer ‫‬ is, the shape of the safety area is more rectangular alike. Based on (25), ܸ , takes zero value outside the detection region of the agent ݅. Inside this region, the reference trajectory of the agent ݅ is online modified according to the following algorithm.
Step 1: Determine Cartesian velocities that move the agent away of the obstructor due to the repulsive potential:
Step 2: Adjust the velocities determined in the previous step such as to meet the constraint (11):
Step 3: Find the collision-free trajectories at time-instant ‫ݐ‬ :
The proposed algorithm for collision avoidance does not hamper stability of the closed-loop system (5),(12), since this algorithm only modifies the reference trajectories of the agents facing collisions. Despite modifications, the reference motions remain continuous. Since the control law (12a,b) is also used to realize the modified trajectories, stability must hold for the modified trajectories, as well, as according to the proof of the Theorem 1, for all ݅ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2, … , ݊ሽ the tracking errors ‫ݔ‬ , , ‫ݕ‬ , and ߠ , are uniformly bounded over ‫ݐ‬ ‫א‬ ሾ0, ∞ሻ. However, inside the detection region of the agent ݅ we cannot guarantee asymptotic tracking of the reference trajectories generated using the algorithm presented above under all circumstances, since we cannot ensure the requirement of the Theorem 1 on uniform continuity of ߱ ୰ୣ, when ‫ݒ‬ ୰ୣ, becomes zero. Eventual lack of the asymptotic stability may degrade performance of the collision avoidance algorithm, since effectiveness of this algorithm obviously depends on accuracy of tracking of the reference trajectory (28a-e). A pragmatic way to tackle this issue is to increase the size of the safety region. In this way we can enforce the agent ݅ to earlier respond to the threat of collision, which may practically give it sufficient space for collision-free movements despite eventual errors in tracking (28).
V. EXPERIMENTAL CASE-STUDY
To illustrate the results presented so far, we conduct experiments using four mobile robots (model E-puck [11] ). Each robot is supposed to track its own reference trajectory ‫ܘ‬ ୰ୣ, ሺ‫ݐ‬ሻ, ݅ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2,3,4ሽ. The reference trajectories form a platoon-like spatial formation. The platoon makes a round trip. In Fig. 1 , the reference paths of the individual robots belonging to the platoon are depicted with the solid lines. The spatial pattern of the platoon-like formation can be characterized in terms of time-varying Euclidean distances between the neighboring robots:
where ‫ܙ‬ ൌ ሾ ‫ݔ‬ ‫ݕ‬ ሿ ் , ݅, ݆ ‫א‬ ሼ1,2,3,4ሽ, ݅ ൏ ݆. The Euclidean distances are constant (12 cm) if all robots move along the straight-line segments of the reference paths and decrease continuously (minimum of 11.5 cm) on the circular corners. Time-variations of these gains do not hamper constraints (11) . The coupling gains ݇ ௫௫,, , ݇ ఏఏ,, and ݇ ௬௬,, are tuned such as to demonstrate that in the absence of perturbations four robots asymptotically track their own reference trajectories, while, if subject to perturbations, the robots prefer to maintain their formation at the cost of tracking accuracy of their individual reference trajectories.
To practically verify formation keeping, during the experiment we manually perturb the robot formation three times, by repositioning of the robots 2, 3 and 1 at time instants 18 s, 46 s and 65 s, respectively. The actual robot paths are depicted in Fig. 2 by the dotted lines. The robots 2 and 1 are perturbed at the horizontal sections of the reference path, while the robot 2 is perturbed at the vertical section. Each time some robot is repositioned, the other ones start moving away from their reference trajectories aiming to restore the prescribed formation. After recovering the formation, the robots continue tracking their own reference trajectories. As an illustration, in Fig. 2 we show the tracking errors ݁ ௫, ൌ ‫ݔ‬ ୰ୣ, െ ‫ݔ‬ , ݁ ௬, ൌ ‫ݕ‬ ୰ୣ, െ ‫ݕ‬ and ݁ ఏ, ൌ ߠ ୰ୣ, െ ߠ together with errors in keeping the formation:
where ∆ ୰ୣ,, and ∆ , are the reference and actual Euclidean distances between the neighboring robots, respectively. A closer inspection of Fig. 2 confirms that the transients of the formation errors are faster than the transients of the tracking errors. In other words, after perturbations the robots first restore their prescribed formation and then converge to their reference trajectories. This is an experimental demonstration of robust formation keeping in the presence of perturbations. The robustness is gained by introducing the mutual coupling terms in the control law derived in Section 3.Tuning of these gains is quite intuitive: higher values are needed if keeping the formation is of higher priority; lower gains apply when it is more important to track the reference trajectories of the individual robots .
VI. CONCLUSIONS
In this paper, we contribute a Lyapunov based design of saturated state-feedback controllers that achieve global asymptotic stability of the tracking error dynamics for multiagent unicycle systems. The proposed design enables motion coordination of the agents such as to keep them within timevarying formation. During coordination, the forward and steering velocities of the individual agents can all be mutually different, while the steering velocities can even be discontinuous. The available control parameters allow online regulation of level of interaction among individual agents and intuitive adjustment of robustness of the formation with respect to perturbations. To further enhance robustness to perturbations, we formulate an algorithm for online collision avoidance. Experimental results demonstrate practical applicability of our contributions.
